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Identify the Trigger 
Based on patient 
situation/learner 

 
A learner proposes overly invasive initial interventions for a clinically stable patient with fever of unknown origin. 
Examples: A learner proposes ordering a CT scan with contrast as part of an initial diagnostic evaluation without 
considering the likely yield or the risk/benefit ratio of that test, or proposes treatment with antibiotics for a well-
appearing patient with an indeterminate source of fever. 

 

 
High-Yield Teaching Points 
What do they need to know 
that will impact their care of 

patients? 

 

1) The pace of the evaluation should be guided by the severity of the patient’s illness, not the anxiety of the 
family or provider. There is usually time to think carefully about the evaluation and develop a sound plan in 
stable patients without ordering invasive studies or potentially inappropriate treatments. 

2) The evaluation should begin with a thorough history. Historians should ask about daily fever trends including 

the T-max and how the temperature was taken. Ask about animal exposures, travel, parental occupations, birth 

history, immunization history, water source, ingestions, allergies, autoimmunity, and recreational activities. 

3) The provider should conduct a comprehensive, meticulous physical exam. This exam should include the 

tympanic membranes, lymph nodes, and joints; should look for the presence of mouth ulcers or rash; and 

should include a review the growth chart. 

4) Providers should stop non-essential medications since drug fever is a possibility for many medications. 

 

Identify EBM 
Find your sources and 

specific evidence 
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Describe Strategy 
Interactive, analogies, visuals 

 
Interactive, one-minute preceptor 



Keep Script Brief 
3-5 minutes; what are your 

key points 

 
Get commitment: Is the patient sick or stable? 
Probe: Why? Are they likely to decompensate without urgent evaluation or therapies? 
General rule: The pace of the evaluation should be guided by the severity of the illness, not the anxiety of the 
family or provider. 
Depending on whether the patient is ill or stable: 

• Well-appearing children: Consider evaluation with CBC with differential and CMP, inflammatory markers 

(CRP and ESR), urinalysis and urine culture, EBV and CMV serology, and Bartonella serology if there is 

exposure to cats regardless of a history of bites or scratches. Chest x-rays may be useful in select patients. 

It may be helpful to ask the family of a stable patient to keep a fever journal including serial temperature 

recordings, time recorded, and notation of associated symptoms (e.g., rash). 

• Ill-appearing or unstable patients may qualify for some of the studies listed above (especially CBC with 

differential, CMP, CRP, ESR, and UA) in addition to blood, urine, and CSF cultures; radiography and/or 

echocardiography; and to consider antibiotics after cultures are drawn. 

• It is often appropriate to involve subspecialists including infectious disease or rheumatology to assist with 

evaluation and management. 

 
Adapted from Lang. et al. Collaborative development of teaching scripts: an efficient faculty development approach for a busy clinical teaching unit.  J Hosp Med. 2012; Oct 
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